MAINTENANCE - We’ve got you covered
Trying to manage all of those
maintenance contracts from
different suppliers for your
intruder alarm, CCTV,
access control, fire alarms,
emergency lighting and fire
extinguishers can be an
administrative headache to
say the least.
All our engineers are multidisciplined to the highest
industry standards, so we
can offer that single umbrella
contract to cover all these
services. And in doing so, you
can save up to 20% when
compared to single individual
agreements. So having that
single point of contact for all
the maintenance and routine
service checks means less
administration for you and less
disruption at your business
premises.
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Even for equipment not originally
installed by ourselves, we can
still cover it for you. If it is a new
installation, remember even with
new equipment, the warranties may
not always cover all call outs. In fact,
a great advantage of our umbrella

agreements is that we can offer an option
of including a number of call-outs for you
and these are across the range of services.
Now that’s not something you can do with
individual maintenance agreements.

3 Savings of up to 20% a year
3 Save even more with multi year
contracts.
3 A single point of contact for all
services.
3 24 hour helpline.
3 Quick response times.
3 Tailor made contracts to suit you

LEASING - It’s where the smart money is
You probably already lease many
things in your business, well now we
are delighted to be able to offer a
range of leasing options to suit you
and your new Silver Group solution.
Since there is no large capital outlay, this will
help you keep your business cash-flow nice and
healthy, while allowing you to make use of the
tax advantages for business users. Spreading
the cost of VAT instalments would certainly
help too. The fixed costs of leasing makes
your forecasted budgeting so much easier and
this can also free up credit facilities elsewhere
within your business too.
Being able to get the right equipment installed
straight away instead of having to wait until
budgets allow will certainly be one less
headache to worry about. And of course with
our flexible terms of between 2 to 5 years, we
can make sure the best solution is tailored just
for you.

Concerned that you may have to upgrade
your equipment as the business grows?
Not a problem, as we can offer the
ability to upgrade at anytime during
the lease period by simply amending
the agreement to incorporate that
new equipment.

Benefits
3 With no capital outlay, choose

the system you need, rather
than the one you could only
afford today.
3 Fixed repayments mean
easier budgeting.
3 All systems are fully tax
deductible.
3 If technology or your needs
change, you can upgrade
the system at anytime.
All rentals are plus VAT (recoverable)
and subject to status.

I have always had a great
experience with Silver Group,
everyone from head office to the
engineers, they are always very
nice and helpful.

The best fire protection for
your premises, staff, visitors
and products.
Silver Group being a market leader in fire safety
with BAFE (British Approvals for Fire Equipment)
accreditation, are able to design, install and maintain
fire safety systems for commercial premises and
prime residential properties. We also check, risk
assess and provide consultation on existing systems.
With today’s increased legal requirements and
responsibilities it is crucial that you are fully upto-date and compliant, your highly trained team
at Silver Group are here to help you through the
legislation so you can concentrate on running your
business.

Has your premises had a
Fire Risk Assessment recently?
Silver Group can carry out full
Fire Door Certified Inspections
Did you know that if the premises including the
fire doors is not up to the required legal standard
you could face hefty fines and even a prison
sentence.

Contact Silver Group today to arrange your
fire risk assessment and/or
Certified Fire Door Inspection.

Fire Alarm Systems
We have a range of system options to be
tailored to your exact needs. These can
be monitored or “bells only” and can be
integrated with other systems such as access
control, smoke ventilation and sprinkler
systems.

• Analogue, Addressable & conventional
• Redcare monitored systems
• Systems meet British Standards BS5839
• Integration with access control, AOV &
suppression systems

Fire Extinguishers
Fire extinguishers are used to extinguish or
control small fires in emergency situations
and come in various different types
depending on the source of the fire.
• All types of extinguishers available:
Water, Foam, Dry Powder, L2, CO2, Wet Chemical
& Water Mist.

• Floor and wall mounted
• Extinguisher signage
• Extinguisher accessories & brackets
• Regular servicing

FIRE
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Emergency Lighting
Emergency lighting units are battery-backed
illuminated signage that continue to operate
regardless whenever a building experiences
a power outage, thereby aiding the safe
evacuation from the premises.
• Maintained - designed to be lit continuously,
staying on in the event of a power failure.
• Non-maintained - purely for emergency use,
coming on when mains power fails.
• All meet British Standards - meaning legal
compliance for you.

Induction Loop Systems
Audio-frequency induction loops are used for
transmission and communication signals. They
provide those with hearing difficulties vital
access to spaces and environments that other
people take for granted. They are also vital
to provide greater safety in the event of a fire
and evacuation.

• Portable Induction Loop systems
• Counter Induction Loop Systems
• Additional Braille Signs are available

The difference between
Conventional & Addressable Fire
Alarm Systems
A conventional system is based on dividing the building
into a number of areas called zones. The detectors
and call points within each of these zones are wired on
dedicated separate circuits.
In the event of a detector or call point being activated,
the panel is able to identify which circuit contains the
triggered device and thereby indicate which zone the fire
alarm has come from. Typically, a conventional system is
best used in smaller builds.
However, intelligent addressable systems overcome
the limitations of conventional systems as each fire
detecting sensor or call point is electronically coded with
a unique identification or ‘address’ which is programmed
into the device during installation. By using each devices’
unique address, the control panel is able to check the
devices status, whether there is a fault or even the levels
of smoke or heat it is detecting.
With these added features and the ability to pinpoint
exactly which device is activated, the addressable
systems are suited for medium to large builds typically
with multiple rooms and floors.

Silver Group are available 24 hours a day and are always helpful, we cannot fault the service and their prices are very
reasonable financially. The equipment is very easy to use but, if we do ever need any help, we know they are always
there. We would recommend Silver Group to anyone.
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The principle of smoke ventilation
In the event of a fire, the
actuators open high level smoke
vents and low level fresh air inlet
vents.

This allows cool air into the
building, forcing the hot air and
smoke out via the roof, providing
a smoke free layer for safe
escape.
The smoke free layer allows safe
access for the fire to be fought
and extinguished.

EN12101-2
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Only Certified Partners of SE
Controls are suitably qualified to
supply, install, commission and
maintain original SE Controls
ventilation systems to ensure
compliance

SMOKE VENTILATION
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In addition, not only can we provide a standalone
solution for your AOV requirements, Silver Group
can also ensure it is a fully integrated system with
your fire prevention alarm, emergency lighting,
access controls, for new constructions and
refurbishments a like.
All equipment used by Silver Group for ventilation systems
are CE Certified and comply with all current British and
European legislation. Silver Group can also provide full
ongoing maintenance to ensure that the smoke ventilation
system continues to operate as designed and provide a life
saving system. And it is important to note that the building
owner is required to maintain the system in accordance

Roof lights as
AOVs

Metal Roof
Vent

with the Regulatory Reform Order (RRO) and The Buildings
Regulations, Approved Document B.
Involving Silver Group at an early stage of the project
will benefit the construction design team ensuring that
our experience and expertise can assist them meeting
the overall budgetary and design objectives, as well
as aiding communication with the approving body. For
example in the past, we have aided clients who have not
fully considered the legal requirements of compulsory
ventilation systems at construction stage, thereby saving
them considerable delay and expenditure. We are here to
help the clients work with the approving body to ensure
the building project does meet those legal requirements.

Call Point

Window
Actuator

AOV
Control Panel

Silver Group provide a professional, quick and efficient service. From the initial survey of the property to completion, all
engineers and employees were polite, clean and informative. I would recommend that anyone looking for CCTV, Alarm or
Door Entry speak to Silver Group.
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Security Technology
More than just protecting your business
When the security of your business and safety of your
staff is paramount, it never pays to take risks.
With over 25 years experience Silver Group lead the way
in offering bespoke design and installation solutions in all
forms of security technology. Working predominantly in
the commercial sector and high-end domestic properties,
we provide not only the reassurance that the latest state
of the art systems offer for your protection but can also
benefit you in other ways. This can include home and
office automation with remote control via internet based
smart devices. Benefits of an efficient CCTV system can
improve productivity and control waste management by
unobtrusively monitoring processes and practices of staff.
Access control can ensure accurate records of attendance
for the HR departments as well as of course personnel onsite lists in the case of an emergency evacuation.
With the highest industry led accreditation of NSI-Gold
as well as ISO 9001-2015, you know our quality control
processes at all levels are second to none.

Silver Group’s NSI Gold approval benefits you:
3 We exceed the most rigorous entry standards in the UK.
3 Ensuring all relevant British and European Standards for
technical performance are met.
3 All our staff have received 10 year security vetting.
3 We train all staff to industry best-practice standards.
3 Fully insured to protect customer interests and staff.
3 We are inspected every six months by the NSI
professional auditors (including a sample of customers
sites) to ensure that standards are not dropped at all.

Intruder Alarms
Statistics show that an intruder alarm
system is still the number one means of
deterrent and safeguarding your business
against theft.
• Reduced insurance cost - with NSI Gold
accredited insurance installations
• 24/7 response monitoring
• 24/7 response team for fault resolution
• Clean seamless installations
• Key Holding and/or Police response
options

CCTV
Silver Group CCTV systems provide
increased security surveillance including the
latest technology IP and HD cameras with
imaging & monitoring with high resolution
colour.
• Crystal clear full HD resolution
• Increased deterrent of crime
• Internal or External options
• Easy to use advanced digital recorders
• 24/7 NSI Gold monitoring station option
• Option to live monitor on business
owners mobile devices

SECURITY
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Access Control
Our systems range from simple standalone
keypad to more complex networkable
systems that can control multiple areas (or
even sites), allowing control of multiple
doors and users with different access rights
at different times
• User access can be by:
PIN, Proximity, Card, Biometrics or
facial recognition systems

• Integrated systems allow full
programming and event logging
• Integration with intercom systems

Gates, Barriers,
Bollards & Turnstiles
These can be fitted with electronic remote
control restricting access for unauthorised
persons and vehicles, whilst allowing free
movement for those permitted.
• Rising bollards either electric or hydraulic
which can be capable of stopping vehicles
up to 50mph
• Metal or wooden electronic gates
• Turnstiles can be full-height ‘cages’ or lowintensity waist-height (eg. ticket barriers)

Intercom & PA Systems

Silver SiteSecure©

Intercom security systems are a great asset
to any business or multiple occupancy
residential property providing safety and
security to residents, staff and customers.

With Silver SiteSecure© your uncontrolled,
vulnerable site can be secured cheaply
and effectively without power, internet or
people. Reducing thefts and vandalism

• One-way PA systems installed
• Two-way audio and/or Video options
for intercoms
• Identify anyone before allowing entry
• Long-distance control eg. driveway
• Enabling access control through your
smartphone or home computer

• Ideal for construction sites
• When activated, video can be sent to
24/7 monitoring station and/or to client
mobile device.
• Needs no power or internet on-site
• Available as flexible short term rent
• Very cost effective

Silver Group understood our needs and designed and installed a system that met those needs in an efficient and
friendly manner, a job well done!
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Do you manage a
Housing Association,
or may be a
Property Management
Company?
Perhaps you are the
Facilities Manager
for a large comercial or
residential building?
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There are many organisations including housing
associations and property management
companies that believe their existing fire safety
contractor is able to maintain and service their
smoke ventilation (or AOVs) as well as their fire
alarms, emergency lighting etc. However this is
NOT necessarily the case.
It’s an easy assumption to make since often the AOV
system may be linked to the fire alarm but the fact
is today’s smoke ventilation systems are extremely
complex and should ONLY be managed by specialists,
trained specifically in these systems.
The vast majority of fire safety contractors will simply
not be suitably qualified to service and maintain your
AOV. They will likely be unaware of the separate
rules and regulations specific to these vital life saving
systems.
Can the fire company fully support that system? Are
they correctly certified to service AOVs? If they aren’t
then they probably won’t even be able to supply the
correct manufacturers parts as these are only made
available to certified partners. Without doubt the result
is that you will not be meeting the legal requirements

of compliance for those systems. In doing so, you will
also be jeopardising the safety of the residents of the
building.
Silver Group understands this and that’s why we made
the decision some time ago to fully undertake the
commitment to design, install, commission & servicing
of smoke ventilation and AOV systems by not only
employing the right people in the right positions but
also by partnering up with the leading manufactures of
smoke vents, we can ensure being able to fully support
any system we offer to maintain and just as importantly
maintain your compliance.

If you have any SE Controls smoke vents in
your buildings, then only SE Controls and
their Certified Partners such as ourselves are
competent to service and maintain them. Of
course remember we can also take care of all
your other fire safety and security systems too,
saving you significant costs with our combined
“umbrella” agreements but more importantly,
with our BAFE and NSI Gold accreditations,
keeping you fully compliant.

Although it’s premature to
come to any conclusions
following the Grenfell
Tower tragedy of 2017
whilst the official enquiry
is currently still ongoing.
There is evidence that the
smoke ventilation systems
were not fully operational.
It has been suggested that
had they been in full working
order, then the smoke in the
corridors and staircases would
not have been so dense. This
would have aided not only
the evacuation much sooner
but aided the rescue services
within the building.
It is anticipated that
following the inquiry and its
findings, that much stricter
regulations regarding the
service and maintenance
of smoke vent systems will
inevitably be introduced.
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Case Study

The Client
Ocado run the finest
grocery delivery service
in the UK. To deliver
such a service, they
have created highly
complex processing
and fulfilment
systems at their
warehouses to answer the needs of their
customers and out-class the competition.
They have several main ‘hub’ distribution
centres across the UK, served by multiple
‘spoke’ sites from strategically placed
locations.

Protecting the business
The unique processes and machinery that
Ocado use are highly complex and forms part
of the automated solution that makes Ocado
unique. Restricted access is needed at each of
their sites to prevent unauthorised staff seeing
their unique processes. Therefore they required the

same complex level of access control for all their staff,
vehicles and visitors. What’s more, the entire system
needed to be controlled from one central office control
station.

The requirements:
• Access control to secured areas.
• Intercom system (external) for all gates and
barriers.
• Bespoke made vehicle posts, to match vehicle
specifications.
• Vehicle barriers.
• Access control integrated with the fire alarm
system.
• Six sites required including a main distribution
centre.
• All access control links back to one main office

Who can do it?
Silver Group of course!
Silver Group were contacted on a referral as they have a reputation for
meticulous attention to detail, highly qualified multi-disciplined engineers
and the full range of fire, automation and security skills. Having attended
several meetings to scope out the requirements, Silver Group won the
tender with a thorough cost effective plan.

How it was done
Access Control

Access Control systems were placed on a variety of doors in different
locations. Varying levels of access control were applied to each individual,
depending on their role and locational requirements throughout the
warehouses. This ensured that members of staff could only access areas of
their responsibility. The entire system across all sites, was tied to a central
database controlled at head office, giving total control of movement and
therefore protection of key procedures and essential assets.

Gates Barriers & External Doors

All external gates, doors and barriers were fitted with intercom systems and
ANPR, so the entire vehicle logistics area could be tightly controlled. This
allowed excellent management and movement of all deliveries to a tight,
efficient schedule, making the drivers lives simpler and less stressful. All the
vehicle barriers were installed and the ground and safety loops installed,
tested and deployed (this prevents accidents to cars and people with
automatic listing barriers).

over 35 customers per day, and each centre having many dozens if not
hundreds of drivers, it’s easy to see why it is vital to detect and control fire
without affecting operations. Silver Group created an automated system so
that in the event of fire, a series of actions occurred to safeguard staff, open
doors, Automatic Opening Vents and other cause and effect systems. This
formed part of a wider fire strategy and operation plan that Silver Group
implemented.

The results
Ocado are now able to fully manage the access control and fire safety
systems of the satellite sites via their fully integrated management control
system at their head office. The end result is an efficient and secure system
which protects the businesses procedures and key assets whilst ensuring the
safety of staff, visitors and goods. And of course this in turn benefits their
customers ensuring the swift and efficient deliveries without unnecessary
delays of the vans entering and leaving the distribution centres.
Silver Group is now a trusted partner of Ocado and continue to work with
them on their new sites and head office delivering additional security and
fire safety systems.

Read more about our access control systems at:
www.silver-group.co.uk/access-control-intro

Bespoke Vehicle Posts

Silver Group, with its partner metal fabricators designed and manufactured
the intercom posts to specification, installed them and wired in the intercom
systems. All the Ocado vans are a particular make and drivers have certain
procedures when entering and leaving their distribution centres. This meant
that bespoke intercom posts needed to be manufactured. Silver Group
commissioned these and finished them to Ocado’s brand guidelines.

Fire Safety with Access Control

Fire safety is an essential part of any commercial distribution system. Even a
small fire can stop operations for hours and with each Ocado driver seeing
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The Project
Novoferm is part of the Sanwa Shutter family which is
one of the world’s largest manufacturers of automated
garage door systems, founded over 50 years ago.

They are based in 24 countries around the world,
with 10,000 staff and currently have a turnover
of £2.5 billion. Their UK headquarters is located
in Luton. This facility comprises of nearly 7,000 sq
ft office space with production and warehousing
totally 70,000 sq ft.

The Challenge
Initially, the landlord of the property contacted
Silver Group looking to enhance the perimeter
security by means of CCTV and intruder alarms as
there had been a high increase in trespassers causing
damage and thefts to the property.

The Silver Group Solution
At Silver Group, we proposed a complete solution with
high definition, low light, CCTV cameras covering the
complete external area of the property, fitted with motion
detection sensors and a PA system. These cameras were
linked to a NSI Gold approved, 24/7 monitoring station.
The result of this was not only much higher levels of
security and an increased deterrent which also led to
a significant drop in attempted trespasses. The overall
security costs of the client were reduced as permanent
on-site security guards were no longer required, with just
an on-call guard required in emergencies. The wide angle
cameras meant less were needed and still gave complete
coverage. Thus saving the client in the region of £25k per
annum.
Novoferm, as the tenant was really impressed with the
CCTV solution and they also wanted to enhance their own
CCTV coverage for the internal property overall. So the
o
unique solution was to fit a series of internal 360 cameras
meaning fewer cameras and yet still covering a greater
area, these would be recorded on a high capacity NVR as
well as live monitoring by management, but added

to these were the live feeds from the landlords external cameras (which
continue to be also monitored by the external monitoring station.)
The benefits to the Novoferm have been much more than merely a security
deterrent. Certainly, on-site thefts have shown a marked decrease but the
cameras have also become an invaluable management tool. Productivity
and efficiency of manufacturing team is up as management can monitor
key staff and their productivity and then trial new methods to increase
their work-flow.

Paul Bulley (Operations Director UK) of Novoferm adds “We
have been really impressed with Silver Group from start to
finish, the professional can-do attitude with the engineers has
been second to none.” He continues, “in fact the presence of
this CCTV system has already more than paid for itself not only
in terms of added security but increased productivity of the
facility”
Of course the CCTV system was only part of the solution for Novoferm,
as they also commissioned Silver Group to install access control, video/
audio intercoms as well as the multi-zone intruder alarm for the offices and
production facility.

longer hours than the offices, these zones are controlled by separate
keypads. The intruder alarms were linked directly via the Dualcom GPRS
board to Southern Monitoring, an NSI Gold approved alarm receiving
centre, offering total peace of mind outside of the principle hours.
In order to reduce false alarms and to ensure there is a high probability of
a genuine activation, under the current police (ACPO) policy, the police
will only respond to confirmed alarms. This requires that two separate
detectors on independent circuits activate, within a pre-defined time
window, before a confirmed alarm condition can be notified. Therefore this
system has been designed with the intention that an intruder will activate
at least two detectors before reaching any desirable stock or valuables.
The access control system comprised of an IP colour video/audio intercom
at the reception area with remote releasing of the lock, allowing visitors
passage into the inner lobby. This camera unit is also connected to the
main CCTV NVR so that a video record is also held of all visitors.
For the inner doors leading into the main offices, read-in/readout biometrics finger print readers were installed. These were then
programmed to ensure only the correct members of staff had access at
the appropriate times of day. This also had the added benefit of providing
100% accurate records of staff attendance. “Break glass” emergency door
releases were also installed should an evacuation ever be needed.
The overall benefit has been increased security particularly as the
showroom at weekends may not have staff present at all times during
opening hours so now visitors can be allowed into the showroom with the
control of the covering member of staff.

Wide angle, high
definition monitoring
of production
highlight potential
inefficiencies in the
production process
aiding management.
For the intruder alarm, Silver Group specified a range of sensors covering
standard door and roller shutter contacts as well as long and short range
dual tech sensors. Since the production facility is operation for much
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Case Study

The Client
E7 Building Services (part of
the Jarvis group of companies)
were awarded the role of
sub-contractor by Key
Partnership Homes to provide
the necessary electrical
systems for a complex of 97
apartments being built on
behalf of Paradigm Housing Association.

The Challenge
Fitting the fire alarms for the bin stores and
plant rooms as well as all the electro-magnets
for the fire doors within the communal
areas across the two blocks was relatively
straight forward. Although the intercoms
for all 97 apartments and door entry system
was a little more involved, particularly since
there were 9 entrances to be connected to the
intercom system, giving each door the required
independent unlocking, this still did not pose
much of an issue with expertise of Silver Group.

However the bigger challenge would be with the
smoke ventilation system. Due to current building
regulations with regard to fire safety, it is necessary to
have suitable systems to vent smoke out of the building
in the event of a fire. According to Home Office figures,
smoke accounts for almost 80% of all fire related
deaths in the UK. These new systems require detailed
specialist knowledge in ensuring they are installed and
operationally correct. For these buildings in particular, it
was more complicated as there were multiple corridors
and stairwells over the two blocks.

The Silver Group Difference
Having successfully worked closely with Jarvis and
E7 Building Services on previous projects, Silver
Group were the natural choice for the installation of
fire alarms, intercom systems and automatic opening
ventilation systems (AOVs). In fact, Silver Group are
one of the only companies in the UK that specialise
in smoke ventilation, fire safety and security
systems and so therefore are able to provide a truly
integrated solution.

A state of the art stairwell and corridor ventilation system was installed
which included window actuators, opening roof vents and OS2 Control
system. In the event of a fire, the windows and vents would open allowing
smoke to exit the building and so vastly improving occupants visibility and
ventilation as well as significantly aiding the fire-fighters.

In addition, this particular ventilation system was also connected to
thermostats to allow the windows to open during warmer weather
to cool the communal areas and with rain sensors placed on the roof
ensuring they are closed during precipitation.

Benefits of Automatic Opening Ventilation
systems are:
• Improved smoke ventilation
• Improved cost efficiency
• Improved energy efficiency
• Improved natural ventilation
• Stronger all-round fire safety and security system
• Easier fire and rescue access

AOV Control Panel
within plant cupboard

Window
Actuator
Hard-wearing
bespoke video
intercom unit
in brushed
stainless steel

The Results
All intercoms, fire alarms, door magnets and AOV systems have been
installed, tested by Silver Group and are fully operational to the
exacting requirements of E7 Building Services and Key Partnership
Homes. The completed buildings themselves have now been handed
over to Paradigm Housing Association creating new homes for many
families in Luton.

Read more about our Automatic Ventilation Systems
at: www.silver-group.co.uk/aov
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The Project
Marlborough
Primary School
in Harrow
accommodates
700 children and staff and as part of the Priority
School Building Programme in 2015, the school
was designated to have its existing dilapidated
CLASP system buildings demolished and
replaced with
a brand new
building. The
construction
was awarded
to Kier Construction and among various other
sub-contractors, Silver Group was appointed
for the installation of the complete intruder &
fire alarms, access control CCTV systems and
refuge systems.

The Challenge
These days protecting our children at school is
more important than ever before with various

potential threats. The safety and security solutions must
be extremely effective at all times whilst not impeding
the children’s playtime and activities. Sadly, it is outside
of school hours that the buildings are at increased risk
against theft and fire. Therefore, it is imperative that
the systems used must be effective at all times. Upon
the new build of the three form entry school on the
confined suburban site, the opportunity arose for a
complete clean slate, state of the art system that would
provide the schools safety and security.

The Silver Group Solution
Having successfully been awarded the contract to
design, supply and fit, Silver Group proceeded with the
installation of the following:
Audio intercom at the main entrance with proximity
reader and fobs allowing access for staff through
the secured door. The exit only pedestrian gate was
also fitted with matching access control along with a
powerful magnetic lock preventing unauthorised exit.
Additional access control systems were installed for the
reception door.
High definition IP cameras were installed externally

throughout the site at key positions ensuring full coverage. These were
linked over ethernet to the multi-channel hard disk video recorder giving
high quality recording capability for over 30 days. A large LCD colour
monitor was installed for live monitoring in the ground floor office.

all aspects of the equipment, it means that a single engineer visit can carry
out the regular servicing on the CCTV, access control systems as well as
the fire and intruder alarms together. That saves the school considerable
administration and disruption.

For the intruder alarm system, up to 100 sensors were positioned around
the buildings linked to the very latest advanced multi-zone alarm panel and
remote keypad at the main entrance.

“It’s been a pleasure working with the team at Marlborough Primary School”
Sergio De Michele, Silver Group’s Managing Director continues “and we
look forward to providing the Silver Group Service for many years to come.
As well as the school in Harrow, we have installed similar solutions of CCTV,
security and fire alarms for many other schools and colleges across the
region.

A comprehensive fire alarm system was installed providing complete
protection throughout the entire school.
The complete systems were installed during the Spring of 2016 ready for the
grand opening of the school a little later.

The Silver Group Difference

UPDATE:

Of course installing the system is only part of the story, it is imperative (not
to mention a legal requirement) that the systems are correctly maintained.
Customer service and maintenance is where Silver Group really pride
themselves - that’s why we proudly offer our 100% Satisfaction Guarantee.

Having completed the above solution, Marlborough School have since
invited Silver Group back to quote for additional work including security
railings around the perimeter of the school grounds, electronic vehicle and
pedestrian gates and barriers as well as further surveillance cameras. We are
delighted to have been awarded this significant project and the works will
commence very shortly.

Therefore who else to consider for the first years’ service contracts for all the
security and fire safety systems. It was much more than just logic of using
the same installer, it made great financial sense for the school too, since by
combining the service agreements to a single provider they were able to
save a considerable amount on their annual costs.

The Results
In fact, when it came to renewal of that annual contract, it was an easy
choice. Instead of having to select their service provider via the local
authority, the schools management decided to come to Silver Group
directly, ensuring that the same exceptional customer service they had
received from Silver Group was maintained. And once again, Silver Group
kept their costs low ensuring the school’s ever restricted budget were
adhered to.
May be its the reassurance that whenever they need advice on the
telephone or need an engineer on site for a non-scheduled visit we are there
for them, nothing is too much trouble! Another advantage for the school
is that because all Silver Group engineers are DBS cleared and trained on

Is your school meeting the Ofsted
rating requirements for safe guarding
of children and staff?
Contact Silver Group today to arrange your FREE
Site Survey. For more information about our
services to schools and colleges please visit:

www.silver-group.co.uk/education
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The Client
Polyteck is the UK’s
leading International
Building Services
Company
specialising in
commercial
and property
maintenance,
electrics,
security and HVAC. They operate in the
public, private, retail, hospitality and leisure
sectors providing a comprehensive portfolio
of building services, fulfilling all types
of contract delivery – reactive, planned,
preventative – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The Challenge
Polytech were building 63 apartments in a
large residential block in the affluent area of
North West London. 28 of these were existing
apartments and were occupied. A new door entry

system was required for the conversion of the lower
retail units to residential. The existing occupied flats
above would also need their systems upgrading
without any loss of service.
Understandably, Polyteck therefore not only needed
intercom system experts, but also a partner that could
manage a complex project. Being a long standing client
of Silver Group, they were aware of the Silver Group
difference, with their meticulous attention to detail,
high standards of security systems and associated
workmanship.

The Silver Group Difference
Silver Group won the tender by simply demonstrating
they had done this type of work on several previous
occasions and had all the project experience
and relationship with the best quality security
manufacturing partners to manage the entire project.
Silver Group’s meticulous attention to detail was
immediately apparent and Polyteck felt this aspect of
the construction was in safe hands.

How it was done

The Results

Silver Group immediately spent considerable time planning how the project
was going to implemented. A thorough project plan was devised with Gant
charts, dependencies and team structures, along with transport, delivery,
parking and other logistical challenges fine-tuned. Work began in July 2015.

The client was delighted! The work finished in August 2016 and each flat
now has a modern stylish intercom running from three entrances. There
were no complaints and over 95% of existing apartments upgraded at the
time the tenants had requested. The entire project was completed on time
and on budget. This ensured the freehold and management company were
delighted as the new and existing tenants experienced minimal disruption.

Firstly, Silver Group wrote a letter to all the 28 existing tenants, giving them
contact info and a range of dates that they could book their preferred slot
in for the upgrade work to be done. The responses were collated, organised
and a project schedule devised. Further communications to all the existing
tenants on a time slot and date that the work would be done, as close to
their original request as possible. In many cases, the residents had their
intercoms changed on the very day and time they requested!
In phase two, which of course overlapped phase one, the installation of the
new apartments on the lower floors was started.

This was done in phases:

Read more about our intercom and entry systems at:
www.silver-group.co.uk/intercom-systems-installers/

Client delighted with the

minimal disruption for tenants

• First fix, pre-plasterboard, all wiring was done using CAT5 cabling.
Silver Group always run two cables to each system in case of
damage during the building and plastering phases.
• Each intercom system was tested and signed off, ensuring greater
diligence by speedy plasterers and tradesman.
• On second fix, after plastering and decorating, the handsets were
installed, fixed and tested.
• Each of the apartment intercom systems had to be linked to three
different doorways: the main entrance, side door to Finchley Road
Tube Station and car park.
Finally, all door entry systems were tested across all three entrances and
signed off.
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The Client
Delivering over 500
million items a year,
Secured Mail, part
of The Delivery
Group, are one
of the largest
independent postal businesses in the UK. Of
the two depots in the UK, their Luton centre
receives, sorts and delivers for the whole of the
Midlands and south of the UK.

The Challenge
Their local management felt they needed to
update their CCTV system and being aware
of Silver Group’s professional reputation
for bespoke systems tailored to the clients
requirements as well as the recommendation by
other nearby organisations who had benefited
by Silver Groups expertise, there was no
question who to call upon.
Their existing CCTV system with relatively low
resolution cameras spread across the site, was

connected to 5 separate hard disk recorders (DVRs).
However the complete system was not linked together
which meant that if they wanted to view two particular
cameras at the same point in time for example, they
may have to view one camera at one location in the
depot but to view the other camera, move to another
office elsewhere and use a different DVR accordingly. In
addition the ability to download and share footage was
not necessarily an simple process.

The Silver Group Solution
Although one option would have been to remove all
the cameras and wiring and start completely afresh,
instead Silver Group were able to utilise much of their
existing wiring infrastructure to the cameras, thereby
saving the clients disruption to their own operations
but also of course significant cost. “These latest
technology, hi-definition cameras which can operate
from the standard previously installed co-axial cables
have been ideal for so many of our clients in similar
warehouse and industrial units” Sergio De Michele,
Managing Director of Silver Group explains. “For
Secured Mail, this meant we could install the new
system without the depot loosing a single minute in

productivity. They hardly knew we were there!”
For some of the key areas within the sorting unit, Silver Group suspended
“fish-eye” lens cameras from the ceilings - these are particular useful as
unobtrusive fixed lens units but with the accompanying software, they
can zoom in with a non-distorted image to clearly show activity within
that zone - Never miss that crucial moment because the cameras was
pointing the other way!

“Fish-eye” Camera with software zoom view

Having replaced the DVR units with hybrid, network capable, recorders
with larger storage capacities and able to handle much faster data rates,
Silver Group were able to offer the solution whereby although they were
still positioned separately across the site as before, they could be all
centrally controlled, footage viewed and easily downloaded to be shared
either with head office or if necessary, external authorities. From that one
desk they have complete view of the whole site and because of the secure
software used, they can easily change the viewing location if required.
Due to Silver Groups “common sense” review for the best solution for
Secured Mail’s CCTV requirements, we were able to install less cameras
than they had previously and yet still managed to provide much better
coverage. In particular, the addition of ANPR cameras at the depot gates
mean that the registration plates of all vehicles entering and departing are
electronically logged and time stamped.
So impressed by the Silver Group service, the client has now requested
that we take over the maintenance and review of their fire safety systems
including emergency lighting.

Select the area
you wish to zoom
in to view more

The fish-eye lens camera & hybrid network hard disk recorder
captures the full fish-eye image, then during playback you can
select the area you want to view undistorted, at full resolution.
A separate window opens and you can then control the image
by scrolling up and down and rotating as required. You can
even select multiple areas from the same camera at the same
time so nothing is ever missed - all from a single camera.
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The Client
Kylna Court is the
largest affordable
housing and
commercial
development
undertaken by
Dacorum Borough
Council. Situated in
the Maylands area of
Hemel Hempstead,
this is a brand new
complex comprising of
three conjoined blocks
of 4, 5 and 6 storeys.
Within it there are 79 one and two bedroom
apartments, with communal roof gardens on
the upper floors. On the ground ﬂoor there is
a managed business suite, providing offices for
start-up businesses and shared meeting rooms.
The construction contract was awarded to Jarvis
with their M&E division, E7 Building Services.

Silver Group have a strong, long standing relationship
with Jarvis and E7BS having already completed many
other projects with them.

The Challenge
Due to the different uses and main access points of
the ground floor compared to the upper residential
floors, it was necessary to have two separate fire
alarm systems and yet still be linked. In addition, the
residential fire detection system had to be linked to
the buildings sprinkler system that had been installed
by the contractor. And of course the detectors and
fire alarm panel must be correctly linked to the smoke
ventilation system.

The Silver Group Solution
With such a large project and nature of the
construction, Silver Group split the installation into
separate phases. The first being installing all the
necessary wiring for fire alarm and vent systems during
the early stages of construction. Then all the devices
are installed along with the galvanised metal roof

mounted vents. Then finally at the latter stages, full commissioning, testing
and certification.
The ground floor L2 fire protection system comprising of 21x smoke
detectors and 3x heat detectors including sounder bases, as well as 8
x manual call points and of course the addressable fire alarm panel and
interface units.
Across the upper residential floors, the L5 fire alarm system comprises of
44x smoke detectors, 2x heat detectors, 40x interface units (including those
to the sprinkler system) and a 40 zone alarm panel.

The smoke ventilation system comprises of 12x window actuators, 6x smoke
shaft door actuators, 13x controllers, 1x Modular Smoke Control System,
38x Photo-electric detectors, and 5x smoke ventilators (roof mounted) and
25x Manual call points.
During the commissioning, a custom cause and effect programme was
written for the multi-level system with integration to the sprinkler system.
Final testing, certification and hand over to the client was completed during
January 2019.
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The Client
Founded in
1899, The Royal
Homes, which
is a subsidiary
of the armed
forces
charity
SSAFA, provides independent living for 76
women in self-contained, affordable flats at
Queen Alexandra’s Court Wimbledon. These
are all widows, single daughters of officers
or warrant officers from the forces, as well
women who are themselves retired officers.

The Challenge
When the Housing Manager of SSAFA
contacted Silver Group back in 2015, they
were looking for a complete overhaul of their
fire alarm system for the communal areas within
the estate. They knew they would require the
specialist expertise for the installations particularly
since the existing fine Edwardian buildings dated

back to 1904. They were certainly not originally
designed for the necessary typically complex wiring
requirements of todays modern fire prevention
systems. In addition, they also had a separate fire
detection system for each of the boiler rooms and
these would need to be incorporated into the new
system.

The Silver Group Solution
With modern day advancements, Silver Group were
able to specify a state of the art fire detection system
utilising wireless technology, thereby removing the
need for any additional wiring within the buildings.
This system was then also linked to the existing boiler
room systems. Finally, a specialist bespoke programme
was written for the addressable alarm system so that
each of the separate systems within which building was
also relayed to the main control panel within the main
reception area.
Following the successful installation of the fire
protection system, Silver Group also retro-upgraded all
77 of the existing audio intercoms for the apartments

providing electronic door entry to the blocks as well
as installing site-wide intruder alarm system. And
more recently, the fire detection system has been
extended to not only the communal areas but also
to all the individual residences. This also required
additional specialist programming of the fire alarm
panel.

Unique Maintenance Service
Solution
Following many years of providing the Royal Homes
excellent customer service for their regular servicing
and maintenance for not only the fire alarm and
security systems, Silver Group provide also cover for
their emergency lighting and fire extinguishers.
Recently, a new unique service agreement was signed
that gave them a bespoke solution to meet their
requirements and yet still offering a significant cost
saving. This “Umbrella” agreement provided the
Royal Homes with regular annual service visit for all
the disciplines provided by Silver Group but also,
full 24 hour, 7 days a week telephone and where
necessary emergency call outs and complete regular
battery replacement.

Tailored for you service contracts
> Savings of up to 20% a year.
> Save even more with multi-year contracts.
> A single point of contact for all services.
> 24/7 Emergency helpline.
> Fast response times.
> Bespoke contracts to suit you and
your requirements.
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FIRE
Emergency Lighting
Fire Alarms Systems
Fire Door Inspections
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Risk Assessments
Induction Loops
Refuge Systems

VENTILATION
Car Park Ventilation
Natural Ventilation
Smoke Ventilation & AOVs

SECURITY
Access Control
Barriers & Bollards
CCTV
Intercom
Intruder Alarms
PA Systems
Railings & Turnstiles
Security Gates
EN12101-2
INSTALLER

Silver Group
proud supporters of

